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2.1. We live in Brazil, in
the jungle. Our
house has no walls,
because of the very
hot climate. The
house is sn legs.

We live in Egypt.
We've got a big
house. The house
has got a flat roof
and the walls are very
thick. There are a lot
of rooms because we
are a big farnily.

I live in Hong Kong.
Our apartment is in a
tall building on the
tenth f loor. The
apartment is small
but we can see the
sea.

I live in Australia. Our
house is medium-
sized. There is one
floor. The house is
qn legs and the
rooms are cool in the
summer. We've got
a big garden.

I live in Japan. Our
house is in a village
in the mountains.
The roof is made of
straw.
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I live in England. Our
house is medium-
sized. There are two
floors. We've got a

small garden and a
garage.
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A The flag of
This flag is ....*.... with a big

...2..... circle in the middle.

? B The flag of ... ...?...

There are three thick stripes.

The top strip is ... .2.... . The

middle stripe is ... .*.... and the
bottom stripe is .....0.... .
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D The ftag of .. ....?..

This flag has got . ...2.... and

...*..... stripes. There is an

...9..... square'in the top left
with a big ....*.... star in the
middle of the square.
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The flag of ... ...?...

this flag has got three thick
stripes. The left stripe is
...?...... . The middle stripe is
...*..... and the right stripe is

. There is a big

leaf in the middle of the flag.
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